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Recently, topological quantum states of non-Hermitian systems, exhibiting rich new exotic states,
have attracted great attention in condensed-matter physics. As for the demonstration, most of non-
Hermitian topological phenomena previously focused on are in one- and two-dimensional systems.
Here, we investigate three-dimensional non-Hermitian nodal-line semimetals in the presence of a
particle gain-and-loss perturbation. It is found that this perturbation will split the original nodal
ring into two exceptional rings (ERs). The topological nature of the bulk electronic structure is
characterized by two different topological invariants, namely, the vorticity and the winding number
defined for a one-dimensional loop in momentum space, both of which are shown to take half-integer
(integer) values when an odd (even) number of ERs thread through the loop. The conventional bulk-
surface correspondence in non-Hermitian nodal-line semimetals is found to break down, where the
surface zero-energy flat bands are no longer bounded by projections of bulk ERs. Alternatively, a
macroscopic fraction of the bulk eigenstates can be localized near the surface, thus leading to the
so-called non-Hermitian skin effect.
I. INTRODUCTION
The studies on topological states of Hermitian sys-
tems, including topological insulators [1–3], topological
superconductors [2, 4–6], and topological semimetals [7–
25], have profoundly deepened our understandings of
symmetries and topology in condensed-matter physics.
Topological states can be characterized by correspond-
ing topological invariants defined from bulk band struc-
tures, which ensure the existence of gapless boundary
states through the celebrated bulk-boundary correspon-
dence. Among various topological materials, nodal-line
semimetals have attracted much interest and have been
intensively studied both theoretically [26–35] and exper-
imentally [36–38]. They have band degeneracies along
lines in momentum space, and possess drumhead-like sur-
face states, which hold a potential possibility for realiza-
tions of surface superconductivity and surface magnetism
when electron-electron correlation is introduced [39, 40].
Very recently, there has been growing interest in
topological states of non-Hermitian systems [41]. Non-
Hermiticity is ubiquitous in a diverse range of situations,
including open quantum systems [42–48], optical systems
with gain and loss [49–56], and interacting/disordered
systems [57–61]. The interplay between non-Hermiticity
and topology leads to quite distinct properties in non-
Hermitian systems, such as the breakdown of the conven-
tional bulk-boundary correspondence [62–69], the emer-
gence of anomalous edge states [63–65], and the anoma-
lous localization of bulk eigenstates (“non-Hermitian skin
effect”) [64, 65, 70, 71]. It has also been shown that non-
Hermitian topology could manifest itself in some inter-
esting transport phenomena [72–82], for example, the de-
viation of the Hall conductance of the edge state from the
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quantized Chern number [80, 81], one-way transport in
low-dimensional lattices by an imaginary gauge field [82],
and the topological insulator laser [79].
Up to now, most non-Hermitian topological phenom-
ena previously studied are limited in one-dimensional
(1D) and two-dimensional (2D) systems [63–68, 70, 83–
89], and much less effort has been devoted to three-
dimensional (3D) systems [90–94]. In this work, we
investigate both continuum and lattice models of non-
Hermitian nodal-line semimetals in the presence of a par-
ticle gain-and-loss term. It is found that such a non-
Hermitian perturbation will split each nodal ring into
two exceptional rings (ERs). With increasing strength
of this perturbation, some of the ERs may shrink and
eventually vanish. To characterize the topological prop-
erty of the bulk band structure, two different topological
invariants are used: (1) One is the vorticity [84] of a
loop around the exceptional points (EPs) generated by
cutting the ERs with a 2D slice in the cylinder coordi-
nate. (2) The other is the winding number for a loop
in the 3D momentum space, which stems from the chi-
ral symmetry and can be calculated through the defini-
tion of a complex angle [83, 95]. Both invariants take
fractional (integer) values when the loop is threaded by
an odd (even) number of ERs. Under open boundary
conditions (OBCs), the drumhead-like surface bands are
no longer bounded by the projections of bulk ERs, thus
suggesting the breakdown of conventional bulk-surface
correspondence in Hermitian nodal-line semimetals. In-
triguingly, not only the drumhead-like surface bands but
also a macroscopic fraction of bulk states are found to
be localized on the surface, which could be explained by
dimensional reduction to 1D non-Hermitian lattice mod-
els.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first
study the bulk-band structure of non-Hermitian nodal-
line semimetals through a simple continuum model in
Sec. II A and then introduce the two topological invari-
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the nodal rings in the kz = 0 plane in
the (a) absence and (b) presence of the non-Hermitian term
iγzτz. (c) The real part and (d) the imaginary part of the en-
ergy dispersion in the kz = 0 plane with the same parameters
as in (b). The parameters are chosen as m = 0.5, B = vz = 1,
and γz = 0.3 for the continuum model, and remain unchanged
in the following unless otherwise specified.
ants, namely, the vorticity and the winding number, in
Secs. II B and II C, respectively, to characterize the
bulk topology. In Sec. III, we address the issue of non-
Hermitian bulk-boundary correspondence, where a lat-
tice model is used to illustrate the band structures un-
der periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) and OBCs in
Sec. III A. The skin effect of non-Hermitian nodal-line
semimetals is discussed in Sec. III B. Section IV con-
cludes this paper.
II. BULK BAND FROM THE CONTINUUM
MODEL
A. Model description
A typical two-band spinless nodal-line semimetal can
be described by the simple continuum model Hamilto-
nian [32, 33]:
H(k) = ǫ0(k)τ0 + (m−Bk2)τx + vzkzτz, (1)
where k2 = k2x + k
2
y + k
2
z , τi (i = x, y, z) are Pauli ma-
trices acting in the two-orbital subspace, τ0 is the iden-
tity matrix, vz denotes the Fermi velocity along the kz
direction, and m and B are parameters with the di-
mension of energy and inverse energy, respectively [32].
When mB > 0, the conduction and valence bands touch
along the nodal ring located in the kz = 0 plane at
k2x + k
2
y = m/B [see Fig. 1(a)], while for mB < 0, the
system lies in the trivial insulator phase with an energy
gap. Without loss of generality and for simplicity, hence-
forth, unless stated explicitly, m, B, and vz are assumed
to be positive. The Hermitian nodal ring is protected
by the combined inversion and time-reversal symmetry
PT [34], which can be simply represented as the com-
plex conjugate K in a proper orbital basis. Such a sym-
metry imposes a reality condition on the Hamiltonian as
H(k) = H(k)∗ and restricts the τy term to zero. This
reduces the number of equations for band degeneracies
to two, thus ensuring the emergence of line nodes in the
3D momentum space. In addition, when ǫ0(k) = 0, the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) also satisfies the chiral symmetry,
τyH(k)τy = −H(k), which constrains the whole nodal
ring to zero energy.
In the presence of a non-Hermitian term iγzτz(γz > 0)
associated with particle gain and loss for the two orbitals,
the Hamiltonian becomes:
H(k) = ǫ0(k)τ0 + (m−Bk2)τx + (vzkz + iγz)τz . (2)
The energy is now obtained as
E± = ǫ0(k)±
√
(m−Bk2)2 + v2zk2z − γ2z + 2ivzkzγz,
(3)
which is generally complex for nonzero γz. Since ǫ0(k)
has no effect on band crossings and eigenstates, unless
otherwise specified, it will be set to zero henceforth. Note
that the non-Hermitian iγzτz(γz > 0) term explicitly
breaks the PT symmetry of the Hermitian model but pre-
serves the chiral symmetry in the absence of the constant-
energy term. To see the fate of the original nodal ring,
we focus on the kz = 0 plane, where the energy becomes
E± = ±
√(
m−Bk2‖
)2 − γ2z , with k‖ ≡√k2x + k2y. When
γz < m, the original nodal ring splits into two ERs char-
acterized by Bk2‖ = m ± γz, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In
the kz = 0 plane, the energy is purely real both inside
the inner ER and outside the outer ER, while it is purely
imaginary between the two ERs, as demonstrated in Figs.
1(c) and 1(d), respectively. With increasing γz, the in-
ner ER shrinks and vanishes beyond the critical value of
γz = m, where it becomes a point. Intriguingly, an ER
appears even for the original gapped phase with negative
m, as long as γz > |m| is satisfied.
Before further discussion, several points need to be
clarified concerning the non-Hermitian perturbations and
corresponding band degeneracies. First, generally speak-
ing, in non-Hermitian systems, the number of conditions
for two-band crossings is two instead of three in the Her-
mitian case [96], and therefore 1D nodal lines are real-
izable in 3D non-Hermitian systems with three tunable
momentum parameters even in the absence of any sym-
metry, as is the case with the Weyl ER [90] and the
present model in Eq. (2) regardless of the ǫ0(k) term.
Second, if we consider a PT -symmetric non-Hermitian
perturbation such as an iγyτy term to the Hermitian
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), the nodal ring may even evolve
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic view of EPs in the kρ-kz plane. Here,
green and yellow colors represent the 1/2 and −1/2 vorticities,
respectively. Three dashed loops are marked as L1,2,3 for the
evolution of the complex eigenvalues. The evolution of the
two complex eigenvalues of EPs along loops (b) L1, (c) L2,
and (d) L3, which are parameterized by θL ∈ [0, 2pi). Their
projections onto the complex plane are also presented.
into an exceptional surface [97–99]. Third, in contrast
to two previous papers, namely, Refs. [93] and [94], both
of which mainly investigate the possibility of realizing
exceptional links from nodal-line semimetals under cer-
tain non-Hermitian perturbations, in this paper, based
on the nodal-line semimetals under a simple gain-and-
loss perturbation, we focus on the topological properties
of ordinary ERs without links, as well as the anomalous
bulk-surface correspondence.
B. The vorticity
In contrast to Hermitian band degeneracies consist-
ing of distinct eigenvectors, EPs are ubiquitous in non-
Hermitian band structures, where not only the eigenval-
ues but also the eigenvectors coalesce with each other,
thus rendering the corresponding Hamiltonian defective
and nondiagonizable [96]. When encircling an EP, the
constitutive bands get exchanged due to the square root
taken in Eq. (3), and two loops are required to return
to the initial state [63, 83, 84, 96, 100–104]. In order to
characterize the ERs, we adopt the cylinder-like coordi-
nate and divide each ER into a collection of EPs residing
in the 2D kρ-kz slice [see Fig. 2(a); here, kρ is allowed to
take negative values, which should be distinguished from
the conventional cylinder coordinate]. After this decom-
position, we can then resort to the concept of vorticity
[84] to characterize each EP.
First, we consider the case with both the inner and
outer ERs (γz < m), which are located in the kz = 0
plane at k‖ =
√
(m− γz)/B and
√
(m+ γz)/B, respec-
tively. For each kρ-kz slice, altogether four EPs appear
at (kρ, kz) = (k
s
±, 0), as shown in Fig. 2(a), with
ks± = ±
√
(m− sγz)/B, (4)
where s = +1 (−1) for the EPs from the inner (outer)
ER. In fact, these EPs can be understood from the non-
Hermitian-term-induced splittings of the original Dirac
points at (±
√
m/B, 0) in the 2D kρ-kz slice. By expand-
ing the low-energy effective Hamiltonian to linear order
around each EP, we obtain
Hs±(q) = (sγz − 2Bks±qρ)τx + (vzqz + iγz)τz . (5)
The dispersion to the leading order of q is then derived
as
Es±,λ(q) = λ
√
2γz(−svs±qρ + ivzqz), (6)
where vs± = 2Bk
s
± and λ = ±1 for the two branches of
bands. Following Ref. [84], the vorticity of each EP can
be calculated as
νs± = −
1
2π
∮
Γ
∇qarg[Es±,+(q)−Es±,−(q)] ·dq = ±
s
2
, (7)
where Γ is a closed loop encircling the EP. A nonzero vor-
ticity for such a contractible closed loop in momentum
space indicates a band degeneracy surrounded by Γ [84].
It should be emphasized that the fractional vorticity is
an inherent property of the EP unique to non-Hermitian
systems and is well defined in the absence of any symme-
try.
As an illustration, in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), we numer-
ically plot the evolution paths of the two bands along
the loops L1 and L2 around the inner and outer EPs
k++ and k
−
+ , respectively, both of which are parameter-
ized by θL ∈ [0, 2π]. It can be seen that around both
k++ and k
−
+ , the two bands get switched at θL = 2π.
However, they wind around each other in opposite direc-
tions, namely, clockwise (counterclockwise) for k++ (k
−
+)
with v++ = 1/2 (v
−
+ = −1/2), as clearly demonstrated
by their projections to the complex plane. More gener-
ally, when the loop encloses an odd number of EPs, the
two bands swap with each other and the vorticity takes a
half-integer value, while when an even number of EPs is
enclosed, the vorticity becomes an integer, and the two
bands return to their original states, as exemplified by
the loop L3 enclosing both k
+
− and k
−
− in Fig. 2(a), with
the bands’ evolution shown in Fig. 2(d).
In addition, with increasing γz , the two EPs from the
inner ER approach each other until γz = m, where they
meet and annihilate as a result of their opposite vortic-
ities [84], which accounts for the disappearance of the
inner ER when γz > m.
4C. The winding number
To fully capture the topological property of the bulk
band, the above calculation of vorticity is insufficient.
For example, it cannot distinguish between a loop en-
closing two EPs with opposite vorticities and a loop en-
closing no EPs since both loops exhibit zero vorticity.
Moreover, as the vorticity depends only on the energies,
it fails to provide topological properties concerning the
eigenstates such as the Berry phase [85, 102]. However, in
non-Hermitian systems, when encircling an EP, two loops
are needed to return to the original state, thus making it
problematic to calculate the conventional Berry phase for
a single loop. To circumvent this, in this section, we will
calculate the winding number originating from the chi-
ral symmetry of the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian in Eq.
(2) in the absence of ǫ0(k), which has been shown to be
closely related to the non-Hermitian generalization of the
Berry phase [83, 105]. By treating kx and ky as param-
eters, the winding number can be defined for every 1D
chain along the kz direction as [83, 95, 106]
w =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dkz∂kzφ, (8)
where φ ≡ arctan(hx/hz) = arctan[(m − Bk2)/(vzkz +
iγz)], with hx and hz representing the components of the
τx and τz terms, respectively, in H . (If the alternative
definition φ ≡ arctan(hz/hx) is used, the final result of
the winding number will differ only by a sign reversal.)
Note that the presence of the non-Hermitian term indi-
cates that φ is generically complex.
When m > γz , two ERs appear in the kz = 0 plane,
as shown before. Considering the rotational symmetry
of the system, we numerically present the real part of φ
for a 2D kρ-kz slice in Fig. 3(b), with the parameters
m = 0.5, B = vz = 1, and γz = 0.3. Here, Re(φ) is
an odd function of kz and at kz = 0, it is continuous
when kρ lies between the two ERs [line B in Fig. 3(a)],
while for kρ outside this range [lines A and C in Fig.
3(a)], it is discontinuous with a π jump. Nevertheless,
the real part of ∂kzφ is always continuous with no such
jumps, thus validating Eq. (8). In contrast, the imag-
inary part of φ is found to be an even and continuous
function of kz here, suggesting its derivative Im(∂kzφ) is
an odd function and Imφ(kz → ∞) = Imφ(kz → −∞),
which consequently does not contribute to the integral in
Eq. (8). Finally, the winding number can be explicitly
derived as (see Appendix A for the detailed derivation)
w =


−1, for |kρ| < kin,
− 1
2
, for kin < |kρ| < kout,
0, for |kρ| > kout,
(9)
where kin =
√
(m− γz)/B and kout =
√
(m+ γz)/B,
which are the radii of the inner and outer ERs, respec-
tively. This result is numerically supported by the phase
diagram of w as a function of both kx and ky in Fig. 3(d),
where the boundaries between regions of different w val-
ues (solid red lines) exactly correspond to locations of
the bulk ER. As a comparison, in Fig. 3(c), we present
the w phase diagram with the same parameters in the
absence of the γz term. The merging of the two ERs into
the Hermitian nodal ring leads to the disappearance of
the region with a fractional value of w, and recovers the
result for a Hermitian nodal-line semimetal.
The emergence of the fractional value w = −1/2 and
integer value w = −1 can be understood as follows. Al-
though the values of φ are found to differ by π for the
two opposite limits kz →∞ and kz → −∞, their deriva-
tives ∂kzφ turn out to be the same, thus enabling us to
reasonably compact the integral line into a loop by con-
necting kz = ∞ to kz = −∞ (the compactness will be
quite natural for a Bloch Hamiltonian in a lattice model
with PBCs). As a result, lines A, B, and C, are topo-
logically equivalent to loops S1, S2, and S3, respectively,
which are threaded by two, one, and zero ERs. Since
the S1 loop encloses two EPs, the winding number can
be proved to be ±1 [63, 95], with the non-Hermitian-
generalized Berry phase φB = π (mod 2π). This can be
understood from the π Berry phase for a loop encircling
the unperturbed Hermitian nodal ring. For the S2 loop
encircling only one EP, the winding number is found to
take fractional values ±1/2 [63], which is related to the
fact that φB = π (mod 2π) only after a path circles twice
around an EP [63, 102, 103]. For the S3 loop enclosing no
EPs, the winding number should obviously take the triv-
ial value zero with φB = 0 (mod 2π). Consequently, the
winding number is related to the non-Hermitian Berry
phase as
wπ ≡ φB(mod 2π). (10)
Note that the ±pi
2
phase here means the “averaged” phase
for a loop [102].
When m < γz, only the outer ER remains, and it is
evident from the above analysis that w = −1/2 (w = 0)
inside (outside) this ER.
In the above discussion, the constant energy term ǫ0(k)
has been neglected to satisfy the chiral symmetry. How-
ever, although the presence of such a term explicitly
breaks the chiral symmetry and invalidates the defini-
tion of the winding number, the Berry phase argument
remains the same since the ǫ0(k) term does not change
the eigenstates.
III. ANOMALOUS BULK-SURFACE
CORRESPONDENCE
In Hermitian systems, by virtue of bulk-boundary cor-
respondence, the emergence of topological surface (edge)
states is ensured by relevant topological invariants of
bulk bands under PBCs. This rule holds true for Her-
mitian nodal-line semimetals, where drumhead surface
states (flat bands) are expected to be bounded by the
5-1
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FIG. 3. (a) Representative 1D loops in the momentum space are plotted as dashed lines (e.g., S1,2,3, A, B, C) for the calculation
of the winding number. (b) The distribution of Re(φ) in the 2D kρ-kz slice, where the red dots represent EPs. The winding
number as a function of kx and ky in the (c) absence and (d) presence of the iγzτz term (γz = 0.3). The nodal rings in the
kz = 0 (red lines) and kz = pi (blue lines) planes for the lattice model with (e) γz = 0.6 and (f) γz = 1.2, respectively. The
corresponding winding number as a function of kx and ky is also presented. The parameters m = 3, B = 0.5, vz = 1 are taken
in (e) and (f).
projections of bulk nodal rings onto the surface Bril-
louin zone (BZ) [25–28]. However, the generalization of
such correspondence to non-Hermitian systems is prob-
lematic and has been shown to break down in certain
systems [62–70], such as the non-Hermitian Su-Schrieffer-
Heeger (SSH) model [64, 68] and the non-Hermitian
Chern insulator [65, 66, 68]. Intriguingly, under OBCs,
even a macroscopic number of bulk eigenstates become
localized near the boundary, producing the so-called non-
Hermitian skin effect [62, 64, 65, 68, 70]. In this section,
we will inspect such effects for a lattice model of a non-
Hermitian nodal-line semimetal under PBCs and OBCs.
A. Bloch band from lattice model
By taking ki → sin ki and k2i → 2(1 − cos ki) in Eq.
(2), the lattice model Hamiltonian can be obtained as
H =
[
m− 2B(3− cos kx − cos ky − cos kz)
]
τx
+ (vz sin kz + iγz)τz ,
(11)
where the ǫ0(k) term has been dropped for simplicity.
Band degeneracies are found to occur in the kz = 0 plane
at
cos kx + cos ky = 2− m± γz
2B
(12)
and in the kz = π plane at
cos kx + cos ky = 4− m± γz
2B
. (13)
In the absence of the non-Hermitian iγzτz term, a
nodal loop appears in the kz = 0 plane when 0 <
m
2B
< 4,
and in the kz = π plane when 2 <
m
2B
< 6, as illustrated
by the red and blue dashed lines, respectively, in Fig.
3(e), with m = 3, B = 0.5, vz = 1. In the presence of
a small iγzτz term, analogous to the continuum model,
each nodal loop will split into two ERs [see the solid lines
in Fig. 3(e) with γz = 0.6]. The energy is also purely
imaginary between the two ERs and purely real outside.
With increasing γz, each inner [outer] ER shrinks to-
wards (kx, ky) = (0, 0) [(π, π)] and vanishes there beyond
a critical value of γz determined by Eqs. (12) and (13).
For example, if γz is increased to 1.2 in Fig. 3(e), only
one ER persists in both the kz = 0 and kz = π planes,
as shown by the red and blue solid lines, respectively, in
Fig. 3(f).
Similar to the continuum model, by treating kx and ky
as parameters, the bulk band can also be characterized
by the winding number in Eq. (8), where the integral
interval of kz should now be replaced by [−π, π]. De-
pending on the model parameters, the winding number
w may take a value of −1, −1/2, or 0. Regions of dis-
tinct w are bounded by the ERs, as can be seen from
6FIG. 4. (a) Under OBCs in the z direction with N = 20 slabs, illustration of the zero-energy drumhead-like surface bands in
the yellow region bounded by solid lines, where the projections of bulk ERs (dashed lines) are presented for comparison. Here,
m = 3, B = 0.5, Vz = 1, and γz = 0.6 are taken. (b) The absolute, (c) real, and (d) imaginary values of the energy bands are
shown along the kx direction for the fixed ky = 0. (e) The inverse participation ratio (IPR) of a typical bulk eigenstate as a
function of both kx and ky. Extended states exist only in the black regions around mxy = 0 with IPR≈ 1/N = 0.05, and IPR
reaches its maximum value in the white region around mxy = ±γz. (f) The wave function distribution as a function of the
slab position for both the zero mode and the bulk eigenstate for points A, B, C, and D in (e) with mxy = 1, γz, 0, and −1/2,
respectively. (g) and (h) The wave function distribution on the top and bottom slabs. The states closest to zero energy with
m = 3, γz = 0.6 in (g) and m = 0.9, γz = 1.1 in (h) are taken as the examples.
w also originate from encircling the EPs, as has already
been clarified in the continuum model.
To examine the bulk-surface correspondence in the
non-Hermitian nodal-line semimetals, as a first step, we
choose OBCs in the z direction of N = 20 slabs with
the same parameters as those in Fig. 3(e) to numerically
calculate the spectrum as a function of both kx and ky.
Zero-energy surface states are found in the yellow regions
in Fig. 4(a), where the projections of the bulk ERs un-
der PBCs are also provided for comparison (blue dashed
lines). The discrepancy between the boundaries of the
zero-energy flat bands (blue solid lines) and the projec-
tions of bulk ERs is obvious, which indeed reflects the
breakdown of the usual bulk-surface correspondence of
Hermitian nodal-line semimetals. This discrepancy can
be well explained as follows.
By treating kx and ky as parameters, the Hamiltonian
in Eq. (11) will be effectively reduced to a 1D one:
Hxy = (mxy + 2B cos kz)τx + (vz sinkz + iγz)τz , (14)
where mxy = m− 2B(3− coskx− cosky). This Hamilto-
nian takes the same form as the 1D non-Hermitian lattice
model in Refs. [63, 70]. It also bears a very close re-
semblance to the well-studied non-Hermitian SSH model
after taking a basis change τz → τy [64, 68, 85]. For
simplicity, we will choose the parameters B = 0.5 and
Vz = 1. Following Refs. [64] and [68], under OBCs
in the kz direction, it can be shown that topological
phase transitions accompanying the (dis)appearance of
boundary zero modes take place at mxy = ±
√
γ2z + 1 or
±
√
γ2z − 1. This is in striking contrast to the periodic
case, where the bulk ERs are projected to mxy = 1± γz
and −1 ± γz . Under OBCs, the topologically nontrivial
region with boundary zero modes corresponds to [64, 68]
(see Appendix C for a detailed calculation){ |mxy| <√γ2z + 1, for γz < 1;√
γ2z − 1 < |mxy| <
√
γ2z + 1, for γz > 1.
(15)
This is numerically verified in Fig. 4(a), where surface
flat bands are bounded by blue solid lines characterized
by mxy = ±
√
γ2z + 1 instead of the dashed lines repre-
senting bulk ERs. As a further illustration, we plot the
absolute [Fig. 4(b)], real [Fig. 4(c)], and imaginary [Fig.
4(d)] values of the full complex energy spectra as a func-
7tion of kx with fixed ky = 0. Although the model is
non-Hermitian with gain and loss, in some parameter re-
gions, the spectra become purely real, which may result
from a PT -like symmetry [63, 64, 70, 107]. Moreover,
since both the real and imaginary parts of the flat bands
equal zero (|ǫ| = 0), they should be dynamically stable
zero modes.
B. Non-Hermitian skin effect
We continue to investigate the exotic non-Hermitian
skin effect under OBCs in our system. For the 1D Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (14), it can be shown that when mxy < 0
(mxy > 0), not only the zero modes but also a macro-
scopic fraction of the bulk eigenstates may be localized
near the top (bottom) boundary for a large parameter
region [70]. This stems from the parameter β describ-
ing the behavior of an eigenstate in the z direction as
φ(z) = βnφ(z0), with z0 denoting the position of the
bottom slab. Obviously, |β| < 1 (|β| > 1) corresponds
to a state localized near the bottom (top) surface, and
|β| = 1 describes an extended state. According to Ref.
[64], the bulk eigenstates for a long chain require (see
Appendix B for details)
|β| =
√∣∣∣mxy − γz
mxy + γz
∣∣∣, (16)
leading to |β| > 1 (|β| < 1) for mxy < 0 (mxy > 0) and
|β| = 1 for mxy = 0.
To further characterize the localization property, we
calculate the inverse participation ratio (IPR) to mea-
sure the localization of a state φi, which is defined as∑
z |φi(z)|4/[
∑
z |φi(z)|2]2 [70]. For extended states, it
should be proportional to 1/N , where N is the total lat-
tice number in the open boundary direction. Figure 4(e)
numerically shows the IPR of a typical bulk eigenstate
with the same set of parameters as in Fig. 4(a). It can be
seen that the extended states exist only in the vicinity of
the lines characterized by mxy = 0 (black regions), with
|β = 1| as predicted by Eq. (16), while the maximum
IPR appears around the lines with mxy = ±γz (white
regions), where |β| → 0 or ∞, implying completely lo-
calized states. As an illustration, we choose four rep-
resentative points, A (π/2, 0), B (− arccos(−0.4), 0), C
(−π/2, π/2), and D (2π/3, π/2), with mxy = 1, γz, 0,
and −1/2, respectively, to plot the wave function distri-
butions |φ(z)|2 in the z direction of both the zero mode
and a representative bulk eigenstate in Fig. 4(f). For
point A (D), both the zero mode and the bulk eigen-
state are localized near the bottom (top) slab, while for
point B, both eigenstates are indeed totally localized at
the bottom slab, which may also be related to the oc-
currence of higher-order EPs (HEPs), as marked by red
points in Figs. 4(b)-4(d) [70]. For point C, the zero
mode is distributed equally on both surfaces, while the
bulk state has now become extended.
Intriguingly, depending on the parameter m, the sur-
face flatbands and a macroscopic fraction of bulk eigen-
states may be localized at (i) the bottom surface when
m > 5 (mxy > 0 is always satisfied), (ii) the top surface
when m < 1 (mxy < 0 is always satisfied), (iii) both the
top and bottom surfaces but at different surface BZ re-
gions when 1 < m < 5. For example, we plot the wave
function distribution of the state closest to zero energy
on the top and bottom slabs, respectively, for m = 3,
γz = 0.6 [Figs. 4(g)] and m = 0.9, γz = 1.1 [Fig. 4(h)],
where distinct localization behaviors between them can
clearly be observed from the wave function distribution
on opposite boundary slabs.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Experimentally speaking, although it is quite challeng-
ing to tune the gain-and-loss term in condensed mat-
ter systems, dissipative waveguide systems and ultracold
atomic gas may provide a feasible platform to create and
engineer such a non-Hermitian perturbation. For exam-
ple, the gain-and-loss term for the two “orbitals” can be
effectively realized in ultracold atomic systems by using
a resonant optical beam or applying a radio frequency
pulse to generate an effective decay for one of the two
orbitals [90]. Moreover, there have already been several
proposals [34, 108] for realizing nodal-line semimetals in
ultracold optical lattices, which was recently experimen-
tally observed [109]. It is also worth mentioning that non-
Hermitian Weyl exceptional rings have been experimen-
tally realized in optical waveguide arrays [110]. Very re-
cently, electric-circuit realizations of non-Hermitian topo-
logical phases were also proposed in Refs. [111, 112].
In summary, we have theoretically investigated
non-Hermitian nodal-line semimetals, where the non-
Hermiticity originates from the introduced particle gain-
and-loss perturbation. Through dimensional reduction,
two different topological numbers have been used to de-
scribe the topology of the bulk bands. By comparing the
band structures under PBCs and OBCs, the conventional
bulk-surface correspondence in nodal-line semimetals was
found to fail in the non-Hermitian case. Furthermore,
the non-Hermitian skin effect in our system was also dis-
cussed based on the knowledge from 1D non-Hermitian
models.
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8Appendix A: Derivation of the winding number
In this section, through the method introduced in Ref.
[95], we explicitly calculate the winding number defined
by Eq. (8) in the main text for the Hamiltonian:
h = hzτz + hxτx, (A1)
with hx = m − B(k2ρ + k2z), hz = vzkz + iγz, and φ =
arctan(hx/hz). Here, m, B, vz, and γz are set to be
positive without loss of generality. As a complex angle,
φ can be decomposed as φ = φR + iφI, where φR and φI
denote the real and imaginary parts of φ, respectively.
For later reference, the values of φ for the two limits
kz → ±∞ are given as
φkz→±∞ = arctan
(hx
hz
)
kz→±∞
= ∓π
2
, (A2)
which are purely real.
Through the relation
e2iφ =
cosφ+ i sinφ
cosφ− i sinφ =
1 + i tanφ
1− i tanφ =
hz + ihx
hz − ihx , (A3)
it is obvious that the amplitude and phase parts are re-
lated to φI and φR, respectively, as
e−2φI =
∣∣∣hz + ihx
hz − ihx
∣∣∣, (A4)
and
e2iφR =
hz + ihx
hz − ihx
/∣∣∣hz + ihx
hz − ihx
∣∣∣. (A5)
First, since φI is found to be a continuous function of kz,
the imaginary part of the integral in Eq. (8) is obtained
as
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dkz∂kzφI =
φI(kz →∞)− φI(kz → −∞)
2π
= 0.
(A6)
Now, consider the relation
tan(2φR) = Im
(hz + ihx
hz − ihx
)/
Re
(hz + ihx
hz − ihx
)
; (A7)
it can be rewritten as [95]
tan(2φR) = tan(φA + φB), (A8)
with the two real angles defined via [95]
tanφA =
Re(hx) + Im(hz)
Re(hz)− Im(hx) =
m−B(k2ρ + k2z) + γz
vzkz
tanφB =
Re(hx)− Im(hz)
Re(hz) + Im(hx)
=
m−B(k2ρ + k2z)− γz
vzkz
.
(A9)
FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of the 1D tight-binding model
for the effective momentum-space Hamiltonian in Eq. (14)
with γ = γz, m = mxy, t1 = B, and t2 = vz/2.
Then we can simply get
φR = nπ +
1
2
(φA + φB), (A10)
where n is an integer. Note that both φA and φB exhibit
discontinuities at kz = 0, with
φA(kz → 0±) =± π
2
sgn(m+ γz −Bk2ρ)
φB(kz → 0±) =± π
2
sgn(m− γz −Bk2ρ).
(A11)
Moreover, when kz → ±∞,
φA(kz → ±∞) = φB(kz → ±∞) = ∓π
2
. (A12)
Finally, we have
w =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dkz∂kzφR
=
1
4π
∫ ∞
−∞
dkz∂kz (φA + φB)
=
1
4π
((
φA
∣∣+∞
0+
+ φA
∣∣0−
−∞
)
+
(
φB
∣∣+∞
0+
+ φB
∣∣0−
−∞
))
=− 1
2
− sgn(m+ γz −Bk
2
ρ) + sgn(m− γz −Bk2ρ)
4
=


−1, |kρ| < √m− γz;
− 1
2
,
√
m− γz < |kρ| < √m+ γz;
0, |kρ| > √m+ γz.
(A13)
This is exactly Eq. (9) in the main text.
Appendix B: Derivation of β for bulk states under
OBCs
In this section, we will present a brief derivation of the
condition in Eq. (16) for the parameter β of bulk states
under OBCs. We start from the 1D real-space tight-
binding model with two orbitals, A and B, in a unit cell
9for the momentum-space Hamiltonian in Eq. (14) [46,
70], which is schematically shown in Fig. 5. Here, t1 =
B represents the intercell interorbital nearest-neighbor
(NN) hopping, and −it2 and it2 with t2 = vz/2 are the
intercell intraorbital NN hoppings for A and B orbitals,
respectively, m = mxy denotes the intracell interorbital
hopping, and iγ (−iγ) with γ = γz is the on-site gain-
and-loss term for A (B). The real-space wave function
satisfies
it2ψAn−1 + t1ψBn−1 + iγψAn +mψBn − it2ψAn+1 + t1ψBn+1 = EψAn,
t1ψAn−1 − it2ψBn−1 +mψAn − iγψBn + t1ψAn+1 + it2ψBn+1 = EψBn. (B1)
Analogous to Ref. [64], by taking the ansatz
(ψAn, ψBn) = β
n(ψA, ψB), we get
i
[
t2
( 1
β
− β)+ γ]ψA + [t1( 1
β
+ β
)
+m
]
ψB = EψA,
−i
[
t2
( 1
β
− β)+ γ]ψB + [t1( 1
β
+ β
)
+m
]
ψA = EψB.
(B2)
This leads to the condition
E2 +
[
t2
( 1
β
− β)+ γ]2 = [t1( 1
β
+ β
)
+m
]2
, (B3)
from which β can be determined. In this paper, we con-
sider the simple case of t1 = t2 = t (B = vz/2), where
the above equation can be reduced to
2t(m+ γ)β2 + (m2 − γ2 + 4t2 − E2)β + 2t(m− γ) = 0,
(B4)
leading to two solutions, β1 and β2, which satisfy
β1β2 =
m− γ
m+ γ
. (B5)
Through a similar argument in Ref. [64] for the general
solution, it can be shown that the bulk states of a long
chain require |β1| = |β2|. Combined with Eq. (B5), this
yields
|β| = |β1| = |β2| =
√∣∣∣m− γ
m+ γ
∣∣∣, (B6)
which is Eq. (16) in the main text. When |β| < 1 (|β| >
1), the bulk states are localized at the left (right) end,
corresponding to the bottom (top) slab in the main text.
Appendix C: Derivation of the topological nontrivial
region under OBCs
Based on Eq. (B4), in the E → 0 limits, we get
β1,2 = −m− γ
2t
, − 2t
m+ γ
. (C1)
Following Ref. [64], the phase boundaries where the bulk
states touch zero energy can be determined by inserting
Eq. (B6) into |β1,2| from the above equation, leading to
m = ±
√
γ2 + 4t2 or ±
√
γ2 − 4t2, (C2)
where t = B = vz/2 = 1/2 is chosen in Eq. (15) of
the main text. Then, using the methods introduced in
Ref. [64], the OBC topological invariant χ (winding num-
ber) for the non-Bloch Hamiltonian obtained by replac-
ing eik → β and e−ik → β−1 in Eq. (14) can be readily
calculated as
χ =
{
1, |mxy| <
√
γ2z + 1,
0, |mxy| >
√
γ2z + 1,
(C3)
when γz < 1 and
χ =
{
1,
√
γ2z − 1 < |mxy| <
√
γ2z + 1,
0, |mxy| >
√
γ2z + 1 or |mxy| <
√
γ2z − 1,
(C4)
when γz > 1, which leads to the topological nontrivial
region in Eq. (15).
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